
Guiding the young Padawan 
to Become the Jedi Music 

Master 
Maine Arts Leadership Initiative 



Questions I asked 
myself in 2012

Could I do what I had always done 

Would new students be receptive 

Could I change what my new 
colleague was doing 

What did I really want my students to 
learn and achieve



In the beginning...
How many more students will I 
have??? 

What skills do they/don’t they have??? 

What, no book??? 

Assessed in band, are you joking??? 

Can I do this, will it work??? 

Is change REALLY good???



Who and 
Why?

-Dianne Fenlason-RSU # 73 
Spruce Mountain HS/MS 
-Jay Public Schools and MSAD # 36 
Consolidation 

-Different approach- 
“Pass Offs” for progress to 
-Concepts and standards, both 
allowing for differentiation and 
acceleration 

Be concerned with what they 
know versus what they can do 



Group 
Lessons

Weekly pull-out 
By Grade and Instrument 
Mixed Groups if necessary 
Very few singles 
12 Week Trimesters 



Why Scaffold?
Clear, attainable, not 
overwhelming to students 

appropriate level of 
challenge and 
achievement 

they can look ahead and 
anticipate or be 
challenged 

specific elements to each 
instrument (range, alt 
fingerings, various keys)



My Process
Explain how to set up Garage Band 
tracks and SAVE files  

Distribute Level Assessment at first 
lesson-now attainable via my website 

Identify anything they don’t know or 
recognize 

Individually sing/finger through the 
level



...process continued
Play the selection together-model 

Each student records the selection 

Students listen and do self-assessment 

Feedback provided from teacher/other 
students 

Provide supplemental materials to 
reinforce highlighted concepts per 
level-lesson books, etudes, etc



...follow up with
Attempt as many times as they need 

Formal graded assessment linked to 
standards 

Sight reading example corresponding to 
each level 

Improvise/compose a short example 
using one or more of the concepts 
covered in the level (a goal for me for 
differentiated learning) could be key, 
meter, rhythm, term, etc



Samples of Level Basic



Sample Level 4



Sample Level 6







Resources
Accent on Achievement-John O’Reilly and 
Mark Williams-used since 1997 

Standard of Excellence-Bruce Pearson-used in 
MSAD #36 

Tradition of Excellence-Bruce Pearson and 
Ryan Nowlin-new in 2011 

14 Weeks to a Better Band Bk 1+2-Roger 
Maxwell 

Technicises For Band-Jim Probasco and Dan 
Meeks 

The Simple Rhythmatician-David Newell-new



Scope and Sequence
Grade 6- Basic, 
1,2,3 Levels 

Terms, Symbols, 
Range, Rhythms 

Grade 7- 4,5,6 

Notation, Tempos, 16th 
notes, phrasing 

Grade 8- 7,8,9,  
Meter, tonality, 
genres 

Master-putting 
them all 
together



Master Musician 
Level



Sibelius to Google... “can 
we talk?”

Sibelius is private, Google shares with 
the world (if you let it) 

a cumbersome circumvent 

print send to photoshop, rename, save 
upload to Google Docs



My Homepage



Level Assessment Folders







Student Achievement



Light Sabors

Fun 

Provides visual achievement 

Observable progress for others who 
come into my room (older students, 
other staff, parents, admin) 

Goal setting



Young Padawan





The Dark Side



“The goal is for students to perform, and 
if possible, perform independently”



Jedi Music Master



Thank you for 
attending and “May 
the Fourths Be With 

You” 



This presentation was 
developed as part of the 
Maine Arts Leadership 

Initiative, Phase V in 2015. 

Dianne Fenlason 
RSU #73 

Jay, ME  04239 
dfenlason@rsu73.com

mailto:dfenlason@rsu73.com

